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RISAT-1 SAR DATA PROCESSING
Radar imaging Satellite (RISAT)-1 is India's first space borne active
imaging synthetic aperture radar satellite operating in C band. It was
launched on 26th April 2012 from Shriharikota through PSLV
launch vehicle. RISAT-1 a polar sun synchronous orbit satellite at
536.38 kms altitude and inclination of 97.554 deg. covers 377
orbits in 25 days with a descending node local time of 6:00 AM +/5 min. The satellite can image on both the side with respect to sub
satellite track. Various modes available for imaging ground are
described in table 1 and viewing geometry is described in figure-1.
Payload Modes
Coarse Resolution

No. of
Polarisation
beams
Singular, Dual, Circular
12

Swath Resln
( km) (m)
223

50

Medium Resolution

6

Singular, Dual, Circular

115

25

Fine Resolution-1

1

Singular, Dual, Circular

25

3

Fine Resolution -2

1

Quad, Circular

25

9

High Resolution

1

Singular, Dual, Circular

10

1

Table 1: RISAT-1 payload modes, polarization
Flight Direction

536 Km

107 Km

659 km

Figure 1: RISAT-1 Viewing Geometry swath and resolution

The data processing for RISAT-1 is carried out at NRSC in
Integrated Multi mission Ground segment for Earth Observation
Satellites (IMGEOS) environment in almost near real time on a 6
nodes with each one having 4 CPU and 8 core. There exists a
provision to download data in real time mode or recording on board
and playback later. The basic steps of SAR processing can be
summarized as follows:

Oracle-based interface (Oracle 10g) with Level-0 component. ADIF
and OAT information are populated in an Oracle database table
which is then made accessible to DPGS master node. Master and
Slave scheduler execute on separate hosts. There exists provision in
software to change no. of nodes. The software accepts work-orders
from User Orders Processing System(UOPS. Once a work-order
arrives, the software automatically routes it to a free slave node and
generates the outputs. The status of work-orders viz. running,
suspended, aborted, scheduled, error or completed for a particular
scheduler session can be known from the GUI.
Various levels of products defined for various modes of RISAT-1 are
described in Figure 3.
Raw Signal Products (Level-0): This product contains raw or
unprocessed radar echo data in complex in-phase and quadrature
signal (I and Q) format. The only processing performed on the data
is the stripping of the downlink frame format, BAQ decoded
(optional) and re-assembly of the data into contiguous radar range
lines. Each range line of data is represented by one Signal Data
Record in the RAW CEOS product. Auxiliary data required for
processing is also made available along with echo data.
Geo-Tagged Products (Level-1) : The image is geo-tagged using orbit
and attitude data from the satellite. This allows latitude and
longitude information to be calculated for each line in the image. The
earth geometry is assumed to be the standard ellipsoid. Each image
line contains auxiliary information which includes the latitude and
longitude of the first, mid and last pixels of the line. The raw radar
signal data is processed to provide SAR image data pixels. The image
pixel data is represented by a series of CEOS processed data records,
each record containing one complete line of pixels lying in the range
dimension of the image. The product can be obtained as slant range
Work Order
Inputs for
Data Processing
Mater distributes
Work orders
among Slaves
subject to
Avalability

Block Adaptive Quantisation decompression
§
Correction for I&Q imbalance
§
Doppler centroid Estimation
§
Range Compression
§
Range Cell Migration Correction
§
Azimuth Compression
§
Single Look Complex or Multi-look data generation
§
Slant range to Ground range conversion
§
Geocoding

The basic data flow diagram is shown in Figure 2. Level-0
component is responsible for placing DP work-orders. There is an
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Figure 2: RISAT DP data flow
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Figure 3: RISAT-1 Levels of Products

Attempts have been made to deploy corner reflectors at various sites
and evaluate point target response and resolution in range and
azimuth direction. Results for three corner reflectors deployed at
SAC are shown in table below. Range sampling is 1.8 meter and
azimuth sampling is 2.38 meters. The effective no. of samples in
range and azimuth direction for resolution computation are 1.1
samples and 1.36 samples respectively. With 0.7 weighting used in
processing this leads to range resolution of 1.98 meter and azimuth
resolution of 3.24 meters for FRS-1 mode.

data (16 bit I and 16 bit Q) or ground range data (16 bit) amplitude
data. Additionally, an auxiliary file containing a dense grid of geolocations is associated along with the data file.
Terrain corrected Geocoded Products (level-2) : This product
contains terrain corrected and geocoded data. There exists provision
for UTM (default) and Polyconic map projections. For systematic
processing UTM projection is provided. The pixel spacing in the
product will depend on mode, no. of looks and look angle. The
options for product format are CEOS and GEOTIFF.

FRS-1 Circular polarisation RV + RH

MRS HH polarisation

MRS HV polarisation

FRS-1 VV polarisation

Range
Resoluation
(Samples)

Range
PSLR (dB)

Azimuth
Resoultion
(Samples)

Azimuth
PSLR (dB)

RH

1.16

21.40

1.34

26.73

RV

1.13

22.96

1.38

27.18

RH

1.16

21.23

1.35

26.91

RV

1.12

23.04

1.38

26.71

RH

1.15

21.46

1.35

26.87

RV

1.13

1.38

26.77

Polarisation

22.64

- Courtesy inputs from
Kirti Padia & Dr. R. Ramakrishnan, DPSG, SIPA
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Viewpoint
Interview with Shri R P Dubey, Group Director, PPG
SAC Courier (SC): Sir, you started your career at SAC and was made
responsible for the development of optical instruments used in visual
interpretation of remote sensing data. What were your initial
experiences on the development of these optical instruments?
Shri R.P. Dubey (RPD): Immediately after joining SAC in 1976, I
was interviewed second time by Dr. C P Grover in presence of my
then Division Head, Dr. Baldev Sahai. Dr. Sahai apparently has
approached SDD and Dr. Grover for development of Additive
Colour Viewer and I was selected to help him. So my initial few years
went by under the tutelage of Dr. Grover who loved optics and was an
avid researcher. I learnt a lot from him. Although, Additive Colour
Viewer, being designed for a very challenging large format imagery
(9” transparencies), could not be developed to desired specification,
the fall out in form of several other instruments for visual
interpretation was welcome for the users in the country involved in
interpretation of satellite data in seventies and eighties. In order to
facilitate their commercial production, we had to transfer technology
to industry. The computers and digital image processing were round
the corner and eventually took over from manual interpretation.
I recall an interesting encounter which taught me industrial design.
Shri T.N. Seshan, the well known personality in his later avatar, was
then Addl. Secretary, DOS and made a visit to our lab. Dr. Sahai was
too proud to invite and explain to him the instrument (Large Format
Optical Enlarger) which will help users to overlay 1:1 m scale
transparency on 1:250000 scale Survey of India toposheets without
going through a costly route of Colour printing. The main projector
sat atop a MS frame to project image on a table placed within the
frame as work area. Shri Seshan contrary to being complimentary
launched a tirade in his booming voice – “This dabba, you want to
transfer? Where's technology in this and what are you going to
transfer”? This remark led to lot of soul searching and we eventually
put the whole contraption through industrial engineering. This cycle
delayed the TT for one year and finally what went to the market was
still a “dabba”.
(SC): Later you were associated with crop yield modelling project on
applications of remote sensing in the field of agriculture and were
associated with eminent personalities like Dr.. R.R. Navalgund,
former Director, SAC, can you throw some light on this activity?
(RPD): As the era of computers dawned, I was given the option of
either continuing in applications division or to opt for sensor
division. I chose applications and started working on a project on
agrometeorology which was stuck up for many years without much
clarity. We started working on farmers' field for assessing yield using
satellite data. When IRS utilisation plan was formulated I was made
part of Dr. Navalgund's team on crop yield modelling. These were
initial years of explorations on use of satellite data for a variety of
land and water applications. We felt like missionaries bent on
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spreading the message of satellite data applications throughout the
country. We, along with our seniors made painful journeys through
the length and breadth of this vast country and faced many difficult
encounters and jeers from our target users. We did experiments under
controlled conditions of university farms on one hand and tried to
evolve the methods of direct use of satellite data in farmers' fields. We
worked on novel modelling techniques for forecasting crop yields.
(SC): You have been one of the Principal Investigator under CAPE
Project, what were the challenges involved in the realization and
operationalisation of agriculture related applications in the country?
(RPD): CAPE project covered entire country and was managed
through state-wise project managers. Acreage and yield are two
components of crop production. Acreage estimation has
progressively improved first with better sampling techniques and
then with better sensors. Yield modelling was relatively difficult area.
SAC has however managed to make operational models using data
from various sources including satellite, weather and field to make
reasonable models for crop yield forecasting. The formation of
national centre for crop forecasting under Ministry of Agriculture
marks a crescendo of three decades of work by SAC team. The
accuracy of crop production forecasting however remains and shall
remain a challenge as biological systems defy precise modelling of
their form, function and physiology.
(SC): You were the pioneer in initiating commercialization of remote
sensing applications at SAC and many consultancy projects were
carried out at SAC, in your opinion to what level commercialization
of remote sensing applications has reached and what are its future
prospects?
(RPD): ISRO gave high priority to commercialisation of remote
sensing in order to meet the heterogeneity of demand from diverse
segments of society. This capacity building was critical as it would
otherwise hamper the infrastructure utilisation. SAC responded to
this by creating a value added services cell and we did demonstrate the
use of remote sensing and GIS techniques to industry through a
dozen odd consultancy projects and propagated the message through
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CARG series of training programs. We developed novel methods of
linear infrastructure planning and marketed the technology to oil and
gas companies – without much success of course. However Dr.
Shankara, the then Director SAC wanted us to create capacity for
onsite deployment or fast mode of industry services. In formulating
the RFP for this project, we got a concession to float a proposal for
development of applications software. I am very happy to see today
that it (IGIS) is commercially competing with established RS/GIS
software in the country. It has considerably helped the spread of
RS/GIS technology in the country with its functional richness at
affordable cost.Today India has a rich spectrum of industries
providing variety of services to all sectors of society. The prospects
are bright as there is still a tremendous scope for RS/GIS services
which are bound to proliferate with increasing openness and
transparency in governance and demand pull from enlightened users.
(SC): Your association with PPG began in the early 80's as a member
of the SAC Courier Editorial Board; later you shouldered the
RESPOND activities and now you are heading the whole group.
Under your leadership the group has gained reputation and
recognition. Personally how do you feel about the traverse from
applications to management? Are you content with your
achievements and career?
(RPD): Yes, indeed I was put on SAC Courier Editorial Board way
back in 1994 when I was very junior compared to board members. I
never dared to ask the then Director Shri Pramod Kale about this. But
it provided me a window to wider horizons of SAC first under (late)
Shri Rambilas and then Shri N.S. Pillai who groomed me in the role
and made me familiar to building no 33. Eventually when the
requirement arose, I was shifted to PPG by one sentence order from
Dr. Shankara (Dubey, I am transferring you to PPG – OK over and
out). Respond was managed using traditional method and needed an
overhaul. I got the first hand experience of innovating in service
management through IT inputs, active role of committees,
empowerment of peers, pro-active solicitations etc. Dr. Navalgund as
the then Director was very supportive. He also broadened my
horizons so as to prepare me for larger role. After becoming GD, I
had a tough time as diverse activities and very senior persons were
there. I read about people management and applied them with good
results. One of these I consider a marvel comprised interchanges
focused on task and not the person. The advice of Dr. Navalgund to
consider yourself merely first amongst the equals and have group
meetings also helped. From the very beginning it was clear to me that
we need to innovate in service deliveries and system of processes in
order to prove our credibility. I was sticking to my core competence
since that was the only thing known to me. The approach clicked and
slowly the group of Heads followed by others started looking for
opportunities to excel. My job was to listen to them and agree to
anything positive even if it was risky and unprecedented. Then there
was no stopping. The credibility graph went up, promotions became

easy and morale rose. And since nothing succeeds likes success, the
group started bonding and collaborating. My life became one of
constant celebrations as successes piled up. It is a nice feeling to leave
on high note.
(SC): You have actively contributed to various professional societies
such as: ISG and ISRS since their inception at SAC. In your opinion
what more should be done to expand the activities and outreach of
these professional bodies?
(RPD): My involvement in professional societies started with ISRS
where Dr. Shailesh Nayak, now Secretary MOES, thought that local
chapter can take a lead in ISRS by bringing out a newsletter and he
gave the task to me. The tradition has continued for last three decades
– 'Signature' remains the only well known newsletter of ISRS. I also
handled editorial responsibilities for Journal and Newsletter of ISG
till date. The association has given me a network of friends and
colleagues throughout SAC and elsewhere. I had one desire to have a
premise for professional societies and tried to build a corpus through
CARG series of workshops. But somehow this could not happen.
The societies have done a wonderful job of networking all
professionals in India and are considered very respectable both at
home and abroad. I feel the future of Societies should be built on
their stronger presence. While many sectors have got huge funding in
the name of promotion of technology, the professional societies get
only sponsorships. I feel this is limiting their scale of operation,
outreach and leverage.
(SC): You have been instrumental in documenting and bringing out
several publications especially “Harnessing space technology for
societal benefits – a brief history of SAC” is incredible and a very
daunting task. How did you accomplish the task? What was your
motivation and what advice would you offer to the young generation?
(RPD): I feel very proud to have been associated with the team which
wrote the first ever history of SAC. It was indeed a daunting task.
There were many nightmares before we could bring out the book. I
was fortunate to have Shri Ramdass and Dr. Puneet as our colleagues
specialising in documentation. We had divided our labour. Our target
dates were clear. The task force was drawn carefully to include persons
from relevant fields and also people like B.N. Mankad who loved
writing. The biggest plus was support from top. In fact when Dr.
Navalgund, the then Director congratulated me, I reciprocated
saying that Director is more answerable for errors and omissions than
those who write or edit an official publication.I have been fortunate
to have worked in SAC for such a long time. To the younger
generation, I would say that SAC gives you company of some of the
best people, lets you work in nature's lap and allows you to fly on
wings of achievements. Since it can engulf you totally, take care of
work-life balance and also your health. Good luck and good bye!
SAC Courier
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GIS Applications at SAC
Geographic Information System (GIS) is a spatial information
system for creating, organizing, integrating, querying, analyzing and
displaying spatial data pertaining to real world. The integration of
spatial data and attribute data and data from various sources is one of
the strongest features of GIS. GIS is recognized as an intelligent asset
management tool and is increasingly used by utilities to manage their
assets as it provides a platform to view and integrate diverse dataset
into one database.
Space Applications Centre is spread over into approximately 83 acres
land with 95 buildings, 7000 trees, 20 lawns, two auditoria, three
canteens, a Kiosk and an exhibition centre. Around 2000 employees
with 1500 others come every day to work here. In the last few years,
SAC has invested significantly in the development of infrastructure
across the campus. Additionally new rooms and labs are rebuilt and
new utility equipments added. It is envisaged that even more will be
added to the existing infrastructure in the next few years. SAC has
three more campus in Bopal (65 acres) including one residential &
one new land to be established by the year 2015. SAC has 5 housing
colonies, around 1057 quarters, located at Vikram Nagar, Vastrapur,
Antrix Nagar, Shastri Nagar & Bopal consist of different types of
quarters (A, B, C, D, E, hostal blocks of C-type and E1 type
bungalows). A central school funded by DOS is located in Vastrapur
and DOS housing colony Vikramnagar and Vastrapur have
multipurpose community hall. The total land asset of SAC
(including housing colonies) is approximately 210 acre land area.
The major assets can be listed as below

Following article shows the electric power distribution system for
SAC in GIS environment. It comprises of data elements like
substations, transformers, HT & LT distribution lines, switching
equipments, DG sets, Electrical poles etc. and all these data elements
can be tagged with geographic coordinates and can be integrated
under GIS environment.

Layout of SAC campus in IGiS environment

Existing Power Distribution System of SAC
Main Receiving Substation [MRS] is starting point of power
distribution network of SAC (ISRO) and it is receiving three phase
HT 11kV AC power supply of 5.25 MW from 132 kV substation
of M/s Torrent Power Limited. MRS substation is feeding three
phase HT 11kV AC power supply to RSA substation, CSL
substation and RISAT substation. RSA substation is further feeding
power to TVS substation. The designed network is providing three
phase LT 415 volts; 50 Hz AC power to more than 95 buildings of
SAC spread over campus area of 83 acres. The existing power
distribution system of SAC is analogue and characterized by the
following features.

Building Asset

Offices, Laboratories, buildings etc.

Pipe line Network
pipelines, sewage line

Water supply system, gas pipeline, oil

Utility Network

Electric power cables, telephone &
network cables, power plants, substation

Transport Network

Roadway, pathway

Fleet Asset

Transport vehicle, Garbage trucks, CISF
vehicle, fire hydrants, transport vehicle,
construction equipment…etc.

All engineering information pertaining to the electrical
substation viz. specifications of substation, HT & LT cables
network, street lights etc. are maintained in analogue records.

Environmental asset

Green area, trees, water & sewage
treatment plants, recharge wells

Other Asset

water well, reservoirs, car park, lawns

The data of power distribution systems are maintained in
separate diagram sheets and relevant facilities data are stored in
text form. These diagrams are rarely updated and there is no
linkage between spatial and non-spatial data.

The objective is to prepare an online interactive map supplying
information about assets. Database layers of different assets were
created on a georeferenced satellite image using GIS software and
their shape file were created. Data connectivity is created between the
attribute data and external data enabling a direct query and status
updation.
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Any decision-making regarding maintenance of substation
equipments, enhancement of load in transformers, LT panels
and other feeders , performance of equipments, fault logging etc
is based on manual estimates due to prevailing data format and
storage mechanism. Also referring to old data is difficult.
Substations are located at different places in SAC campus as per
load requirements and substations data are maintained

separately and centralized information regarding performance
status of transformers and feeders is not available.
There is no decision support system for the purpose of extension
of network catering to new coming up buildings in SAC campus.
The transformer from which the power can be drawn is decided
manually based on the current loading of the existing
transformers and the anticipated expected load.
Thus, designing and implementing a GIS based power
distribution system for the purpose of efficient network
management, quick power restoration, efficient planning for
preventive maintenance and providing instant information access
to all concerned engineers is essential.
Objectives
The main objective was to develop an Electrical Power
Distribution System using GIS and GPS observations and
develop an application for data visualization, query and analysis.
The secondary objectives were:
Study existing electrical power distribution network.
Design and develop GIS data model and GIS databases for three
phase HT 11kV AC power distribution, three phase LT 415
volts AC power distribution and feeder wise power distribution.
Demonstrate application of QPad based mobile GIS system for
field verification of GIS databases of power distribution network
and for collection of additional in-situ data.
Integration and customization GIS, MIS and In-Situ data.
Develop GIS based software for various query, analysis and
generation of information products for the power distribution
network of SAC.

For realizing the above mentioned tasks and providing decision
support, a GIS based power distribution system has been developed
for SAC. The procedure followed in the development of GIS
database and GIS software is briefly described below.
All analogue data in form of CAD drawings were collected,
scanned and geo-referenced.
Non-spatial data in form of text records were converted in to
tables and attached to relevant spatial data elements.
GIS point, line and polygon databases were created as per the
Shape File data model and integrated under GIS environment.
Field verification and additional database collection was done
using QPad based mobile GIS system developed at SAC.
GIS functions and modules were defined and developed using
Visual Basic development environment and proprietary GIS Map
Objects library
Prepared an installation kit for the distribution of developed GIS
software
Salient Features of GIS Software
Entire network with all elements can be viewed together.
User can select individual layer like transformer, cable, pole,
substation etc. for navigation, browsing and query.
Preventive maintenance schedule of each equipment and records
for actual maintenance done can be accessed.
Analysis can be performed for HT & LT voltage, HT & LT
current variation, power factor of LT panels and temperature of
transformers etc.
Affected area can be identified during power break down and
preventive maintenance.

POLES
FPS

CABLES
HT_VCB_PANELl

DG_SETS

LT_PANELS
APFC_PANEL
AMF_PANELS
TRANSFORMERS

SUB_ST

SAC_CAMPUS

Fig.-1: GUI Design and GIS Layers

Fig.-2: QPad Based Mobile GIS System

SAC Courier
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Substation wise single line diagram and photographs can be
visualized.
Cable route can be traced out for rerouting and fault finding.
Provides user friendly interface for records maintenance and
updating.
Desktop GIS & Mobile GIS
The user interface of developed GIS software with developed GIS
layers is shown in figure-1 and QPad based mobile GIS system used is
shown in figure-2.
Query Results & Reports:
Analysis of different parameters of electrical system like maximum
and minimum HT/LT volts, HT/LT Amps, temperature of
transformer, power factor of LT panels etc. have been carried out
using the developed GIS system. The query results and reports
generated are shown below in figures 3, 4, 5 & 6.
This software has been installed at eight locations for internal usage
of engineers of CMD/SAC. The software is useful for decision

Fig.-3: Analysis of Load Current

Fig.-5: Equipments of MRS Sub Station

making during shut down and in case of power break down, to
identify the source of supply and then, switching off power supply
to affected area/ building immediately for avoiding further
damage/ fire to area / the building.
Future Scope and Enhancement:
§
Development of module for different analysis and charts of
electrical system using various parameters of HT & LT
distribution system.
§
Development of module for alerts generation for preventive
maintenance schedule.
§
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system is
used by many power distribution companies for collecting online
information of critical parameters. The SCADA inputs can be
integrated with GIS database for online monitoring of power
network. A SCADA and GIS integrated system can be developed
for demonstrating proof of concept.
It is planned to migrate to IGiS platform and demonstrate GIS
application for other centre's of ISRO.

Fig.-4: Electrical Poles Attributes

Fig.-6: Maintenance Record
Courtesy inputs from:Rajeshkumar J. Ajwaliya, CMD and Dr. P.M. Udani, DWD/EPSA
Edited by:Priya.R, PPMD/PPG
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Seminar on Mechanical Engineering Challenges in Design & Development of RISAT–1 Payload
A One day Seminar on “Mechanical Engineering Challenges in Design and Development of RISAT–1 Payload” was organized on August 1,
2012 coinciding with the successful completion of three months in orbit of RISAT-1. The seminar focused on the challenges of Mechanical
Engineering and the innovative solutions developed and the role of industry in the successful realisation of the first Radar Imaging Satellite
payload.
Space Society of Mechanical Engineers (SSME) a society formed by the Mechanical Engineering community at Space Applications Centre, for
the development of Mechanical Engineering for Space in India. The SSME a vibrant body devoted towards improving the Mechanical
Engineering by organizes technical lectures, demos and seminars in collaboration with other centres of ISRO, academic institutions and
industries.

Shri Sheelesh Vaishnav, Member Secretary, SSME (left) and Mr. D. Subramanyam, Dy. Director, MESA/SAC (right) addressing the gathering. Shri A.S. Kiran
Kumar, Director, SAC, Shri Tapan Misra, Dy. Director, MRSA/SAC and Shri A.S. Mathur, President on the dias.

A Rare Moment!

Prof. Yash Pal and Wing Cdr. Rao stalwarts of Space Applications Centre.

SAC Courier |09|
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SAC Celebrates 66th Independence Day
The 66th Independence Day was celebrated at the Space Applications Centre on August 15,
2012. Shri A. S. Kiran Kumar, Director, SAC unfurled the National Flag. A large number of SAC
employees along with their family members participated in the celebrations at STEP Plaza. Shri
A. S. Kiran Kumar highlighting the achievements of the country, organisation and the Centre in
particular stressed upon the need to gear up to face the challenges of the future. He congratulated
all the employees upon the recent success of RISAT-1.

Independence Celebrations at a glance

SAC Courier |11|

Events
One more step closer to Paperless Office - SAC Implementation DigiSign
'DigiSign' software developed in-house is a move towards the vision
of a paperless office. DigiSign is implemented and is being used by all
the employees and various applications developed in SAC for the
purpose of digitally signing the documents. A large extent of
permanent employees of SAC has been allotted Digital Signatures.
Casual Leave Work Flow Application is also made operational
making use of “DigiSign”. Other routine official procedures such as
voluntary PF request, application for professional upgrade
allowance, visitor gate pass etc are in the pipeline for implementation
to be launched shortly. The successful implementation of this project
will not only result in reduction of consumption of huge quantities
of paper but also will help in saving our environment.

IGIS – Technology Transfer Agreement renewed
Technology transfer agreement signed with M/s. Scanpoint
Geomatics Limited (SGL), Ahmedabad in April 2009 for a period
three years for production & marketing of “Indigenous GIS and IP
Software” (IGIS) developed jointly by SAC and SGL was renewed for
five years on the request of SGL to meet all future requirements of
ISRO's remote sensing programme and include Radar data
processing capability in IGIS software in consultation with SAC.
IGIS provides indigenous solutions to RS applications.
The renewal agreement was signed on August 17, 2012 at SAC in the
presence of Shri A.S. Kiran Kumar, Director, SAC, Dr. J.S. Parihar,
Deputy Director, EPSA and several other senior members of SAC.

Mr. Ramesh Sujitra, Managing Director, SGL and Dr. J.S. Parihar, Deputy
Director, EPSA/SAC exchanging the agreements in the presence of Shri A.S.
Kiran Kumar, Director, SAC

RESPOND at SAC extends to North East
An Interest Exploration meet of RESPOND was held at Aizwal (Mizoram) on July 18, 2012 to explore the potentials of the North East region
and encourage their active participation in ISRO's programmes. 24 participants from 10 different institutes located in the region participated in
the meeting. 49 proposals were received out of which 2 Proposals are firmed up as on date.

Left: A Participant presenting a proposal at the RESPOND meeting in Aizwal. Right: SAC RESPOND Committee members along with the NE Representative.
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Events
SAC participates in SPACE EXPO - BSX-2012
SAC actively participated in the BSX-12 exhibition organized by
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) in association with Antrix
Corporation Limited & ISRO during September 12 – 15, 2012 at
Bengaluru. SAC Scientist/Engineers gave an overview of
developments in the area of SATCOM and SATNAV systems and
Payload developments at SAC. Illustrative posters covering
Communication, Navigation, and Remote sensing technology were
displayed. Display included technologies developed by SAC,
Technology Transfers, MOSDAC and weather forecasting activities
at SAC. Real time SAR processor (QLD) designed & developed at
SAC was demonstrated. TTID/PPG coordinated the event. Two new
initiatives “ISRO-Innovation and Technology Transfer workshop”
and “CEO Forum-Industry and ISRO meet” was the highlight.
Shri Tapan Misra, Head, Office of Innovation Management (OIM) and Dy. Director MRSA/SAC presented the “Lessons from Novel
Industrial Partnership in RISAT-1 Project”. Shri Y.P.Rana, Head TTID/PPG apprised the audience on “Technology Transfer & Pipeline
Technologies from SAC”.

Prof. P.R. Pisharoty Memorial Lecture
The 14th P.R. Pisharoty lecture was organized at Space Applications
Centre by ISRS-Ahmedabad Chapter. Dr Antonio Musarò,
Professor, Unit of Histology & Medical Embryology, Sapienza,
University of Rome, Italy delivered a lecture on “Space Bio-medical
research - How to build better muscles of astronauts”. Dr Musarò
introduced the audience to various aspects of Space flight, radiation
and the direct consequences of exposure to microgravity and
physiological changes astronauts experience during a space mission.

Shri L N Calla Memorial Lecture
Dr. Sreerup Roychaudhuri, Department of Theoretical Physics,
TIFR, Mumbai, delivered the 18th Shri Lakshmi Narayan Calla
Memorial Lecture at Space Applications Centre organized by ISRSAhmedabad Chapter. Dr. Roychoudhuri's lecture “Discovery of the
Higgs boson and why it is a watershed in our understanding of the
Universe” enlightened the audience on the recent developments
through examples from day to day life. His lecture took the audience
on the journey of narrowing the search for Higgs Boson and
explained the role of Higgs Boson in the mass of the universe.
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Human Resource Development

ISRO Induction Training Programme (IITP-24): ASIM
HRDD organized an ISRO Induction Training Programme
(IITP-24): ASIM during July 2-20, 2012 at SAC, Ahmedabad.
33 Scientists/Engineers from various ISRO centers (SAC-24,
NRSC-6, SCL-2, and ISRO HQ-1) attended the programme.
The programme design comprises 30 technical lecture, lab visits,
special lectures by eminent speakers, PRL/IPR visit. In addition
to academic activities, heritage walk, cultural event, visit to science
city/Akshardham, space quiz were also included in programme
schedule.

Workshop & Seminar
Workshop on Image Super Resolution was organised by HRDD in
association with Dhirubhai Ambani Institute of Information &
Communication Technology, Gandhinagar during August 24-25,
2012 at DA-IICT, Gandhinagar. 21 participants attended the
workshop. The workshop was organised for scientist/engineers who
are involved in Image Processing.
HRDD organised an Awareness Seminar on SAC/DECU Activities
for CISF personnel in two batches during September 17-18 & 2425, 2012. 43 CISF personnel attended the seminar.

Lecture Series

Seminar on SAC/DECU Activities for CISF personnel

HRDD coordinated and arranged the following lectures under the SAC Lecture series
§
Prof. Dev Niyogi, Purdue University, Indiana, USA delivered a lecture titled ‘Land Surface ‘ Processes and the Indian Monsoon’ on July 5,

2012
§
Dr. Angom Dilip Singh, PRLdelivered a talk on ‘Relativistic Effects on Space Clock’ on July 9, 2012
§
A lecture on ‘ 100 years of Telecom’ by Prof. S C Sahasrabudhe, Director, DAIICT was conducted on July20, 2012
§
Dr. S Ramakrishna, Director, LPSC delivered a lecture on ‘ISRO Launch Vehicles ‘ on July 24, 2012
§
A lecture on
was delivered by Shri Jagish Somkuwar, Superintendent Engineer, ONGC on

September 21, 2012
§
Under Knowledge sharing series Shri Tapan Misra DD, MRSA, delivered a talk on ‘Making of RISAT-1’ on August 7, 2012.

Prof.S. C. Sahasrabudhe, Director, DAIICT delivering
a lecture on ‘100 years of Telecom’
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Shri Tapan Misra DD, MRSA, delivering
a talk on ‘Making of RISAT-1’

Prof. Dev Niyogi, Purdue University,
Indiana, USA delivering a talk on
‘Land Surface ‘ Processes and the
Indian Monsoon’

Superannuation

Smt. Tessy Thomas visits SAC
Smt. Tessy Thomas popularly known “the Indian Missile Woman”,
Project Director, Agni-V, Advanced Systems Laboratory - DRDO
visited SAC on September 28, 2012. Smt. Tessy Thomas was invited
to deliver an lecture under the SAC Lecture Series. She gave an
interesting talk on "Overview of Missile Technology". Later she
visited select Labs in the Centre and was impressed with the wide
variety of disciplines working together in the centre in synergy.

Smt. Tessy Thomas, Project Directo-Agni Advanced Systems Laboratory,
DRDO, Hyderabad delivering a talk on ‘Missile Technology’

The following Colleagues superannuated from SAC during July-September 2012. Space Applications Centre appreciates the valuable services
rendered during their tenure in SAC. (Details indicates the Name, Division and Date of Joining)
July 2012

Shri R K Rajput
SNAA-OECG-SEOD
30-July-1973

Shri N J Vora
SNPA-RFSG-FSD
2-July-1974

Shri. Sudhir P Patel
DECU-SFG-SOD
5-July-1974

Shri. V K Bhardwaj
SNAA-OECG-SEOD
22-Nov-1974

Shri. Asit Bhattacharya
Shri J M Vaghela
Shri. V U Mahida
ESSA-EFMG
Admin-Purchase-stores MESA-MSFG-MFF
31-Dec 1976
25-Feb-1977
10-July-1978

Aug 2012

Shri. H R Ahya
SNAA-OECG-AES
2-Apr-1974

Shri S A Garasia
ADMIN-PGA-CANTEEN
13-May-1974

Shri. R V Makwana
ADMIN-CMD
7-Aug-1975

Shri R P Dubey
PPG
26-July-1976

Shri. Ram Sevak
SNAA-OECG-SEOD
4-Dec-1984

Shri. Suresh Chandulal Dave
ADMIN-ACCOUNTS
26-Apr-1977

Shri Vinod H Bhatt
ASG-AMF
25-Sep-1979

September 2012

Shri. N S Nair
ADMIN-PGA-P&GA
07-Mar-1974

Shri. Jatin K Desai
SEDA-EOSG-LPID
29-Jun-1974

Shri. B P Raval
ADMIN-PGA-P&PR
28-Aug-1974
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Events
Awards
Mrs. Puja Srivastava gets the Prestigious IETE Award
Mrs. Puja Srivastava, Scientist/Engineer of MRSA/SAC was
awarded the "IETE -Smt Manorma Rathore Memorial Award
(2012) for outstanding contributions for designing & developing
state-of-the-art Metamaterial Based, Miniaturized Quadrature
Hybrid, using commonly used soft substrate material employing
standard photolithography technique indigenously." Mrs. Puja
received the award on September 30, 2012 during the 55th Annual
Technical Convention of IETE at Bengaluru.

SAC Courier congratulates Mrs. Puja Srivastava on her achievement.

SAC Mechanical Engineers bag ISAMPE Award
Mr. Naimesh Patel, Mr. A P Vora, Mr. C P Dewan and Mr.
Neeraj Mathur, Scientists/Engineers of SAC received Indian
Soceity for Advancement of Materials And Process
Engineering (ISAMPE) Award for their work titled ‘
Development of Smart materials Based on Hexapod System’
on August 17, 2012 at the 26th Annual General Meeting of
the soceity.
SAC Courier congratulates the mechanical engineers team

SAC Celebrated Sadbhavana Diwas

OBITUARY

In order to promote national Integration & Communal harmony
among people of all religious, language and regions, the birth
anniversary of late Prime Minister of India Shri Rajiv Gandhi on
August 20th is observed as ‘Sadbhavana Diwas’. The idea behind
observance of Sadbhavana Diwas is to eschew violence and to
promote goodwill among the people. SAC celebrated ‘Sadbhavana
Diwas’ by taking a pledge, by staff members on August 17, 2012.

SAC Courier deeply
mourns the sad demise
of their collegue,
Smt. P M Panchal
Admin-PGA-Canteen

Shri. R P Dubey
Shri Dinesh K Agrawal
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